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1. Introduction

Motivation: Imaging with X-rays permits nano-scale resolution owing to small wave-
lengths . 1 nm but suffers from weak absorption for microscopic samples.

 Need for refraction-based imaging techniques phase contrast

Imaging setup: Specimen is illuminated by coherent X-rays (e.g. from synchrotron [5]),
resulting diffraction patterns are recorded downstream at propagation distance d:

Forward model: FPCI : n =
∫ 0
−L(δ − iβ) dz︸          ︷︷          ︸

Phase shifts
(+absorption)

7→ IPCI =
∣∣∣ D︸︷︷︸

Fresnel
propagator

(
exp(−ikn)

)︸         ︷︷         ︸
exit wave field

∣∣∣2
unknown image 7→ measurable intensity data

IModel based on paraxial Helmholtz eq. + ray optics in sample→ valid for X-rays [1]

I Images yield 2D-projections of the object’s complex refractive index n = 1 − δ + iβ

Phase contrast tomography: Image the refractive index in 3D by recording diffraction
patterns under different incident angles θ (model: Radon transform R)

FPCT : ñ = (δ − iβ) 7→ {IPCI,θ} =
∣∣∣D (

exp
(
− ikR(ñ)

)) ∣∣∣2
Inverse Problem: Reconstruct the 2D- or 3D-image n or ñ from observed noisy data
Iε = I∗ + ε and available a priori knowledge, i.e. invert the forward map F∗.

2. Phase Retrieval - an Unstable Procedure?

Phase retrieval: Image reconstruction requires inversion of | · |2, i.e. phase recovery, due
to the physical restriction to measuring wave intensities

Is the image uniquely determined by the data? Yes! [3]
 Is the reconstruction robust to measurement errors? ...

Weak object approximation: Linearize FPCI in h := −ikn = −µ − iφ (valid if φ, µ � 1)

FPCI(n) − 1 ≈ D(h)︸︷︷︸
image

+ D−1(h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
twin image

=: TPCIh (φ: phase shifts, µ: absorption)

Stability problem: Is there a constant CA > 0 such that for all images h1, h2 ∈ A ⊂ L2(R2)

CA ‖h1 − h2‖︸    ︷︷    ︸
object perturbation

≤ ‖TPCI(h1 − h2)‖︸            ︷︷            ︸
increment in the data

? ⇔ reconstruction error ≤ C−1
A ‖ε‖

Common a priori constraints – general instability:

INon-absorbing object: µ = 0 (biological tissue)

I Single-material: µ = tan(ϕ0)φ (more general)

⇒ TPCIh ∝ 2F −1
(

sin
( ξ2

4πNF
+ ϕ0

)
︸             ︷︷             ︸

contrast transfer fct. (CTF)

F︸︷︷︸
Fourier

transform

(h)
)

IArbitrarily low contrast at CTF-zeros bad SNR

IUnstable reconstruction without further constraints 0 π
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CTF: |sin(ξ2 /(4πNF))|
object signal |F(h)|
data signal |F(TPCIh)|

 How to choose the admissible objects A to ensure stability?
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3. Stability Estimates for Single-Material Objects

Support constraint: Object h is contained in a
known subdomain Ω ⊂ R2 of the field of view.

Uncertainty principle: Restriction supp(h) ⊂ Ω

in real-space induces a minimum lengthscale in
Fourier space:

σ|h|2︸︷︷︸
≤diam(Ω)

· σ|F (h)|2 & 1

Theorem 1: Let NF the Fresnel num-
ber of the support diameter diam(Ω).
Then the recovery of single-material
objects h ∝ φ ∈ L2(Ω) is stable with

Csingle(NF) ≥ max
{

min
{
C1, c1N−1

F
}
,

min
{
C2ϕ

2
0, c2N−

1
2

F
}}

4. Stability Estimates for General Objects

 Can we simultaneously reconstruct phase shifts φ and absorption µ?

Inverse Gabor holography: Propagate data and remove twin-image when in-focus

‖TPCIh‖L2 = ‖DTPCIh‖L2 = ‖D2(h) + h‖L2 ≥ ‖D2(h)|Rm\Ω‖L2 = ‖F (mF · h)|R2\(πNFΩ)‖L2

⇒ C ≥ inf
h∈L2(Ω),‖h‖=1

‖F (h)|R2\(πNFΩ)‖ (NF: Fresnel number of Ω)

I Image recovery at least as stable as inverting FF : L2(Ω)→ L2(R2); h 7→ F (h)|R2\(πNFΩ)

I Singular values of incomplete Fourier transform FF satisfy & exp(−cNF) [6] stable

I Simultaneous recovery of φ and µ is feasible for deeply holographic measurements [4]

Theorem 2: Let NF the Fresnel
number of the support diameter
diam(Ω). Then the recovery of
general objects h = −µ − iφ ∈
L2(Ω) is stable with

Cgen(NF) ≥ C3 exp
(
− c3NF

)

5. Newton-Kaczmarz Methods for Phase Contrast Tomography

Standard method in phase contrast tomography:

1 Independent phase retrieval for all incident angles: IPCT = {IPCI,θ}
F−1

PCI
7→ {nθ} = R(δ − iβ)

2 Subsequent tomographic reconstruction by Radon inversion: R(δ − iβ) 7→ δ − iβ

Simultaneous approach: All-at-once inversion of FPCT by regularized Newton methods

• Stabilizing: exploitation of tomographic correlations in phase reconstruction [2]

• Efficient: Process small subsets of incident angles per iteration→ Newton-Kaczmarz [4]

• Flexible: May account for non-ideal illumination, object motions, misalignment, etc.

ñk+1 = argmin
ñ

∥∥∥P k

(
FPCT(ñk) + F′PCT[ñk](ñ − ñk) − Iε

)︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
restriction to small wedges of incident angles

∥∥∥2
L2 + αk

∥∥∥ñ − ñ0

∥∥∥2
Xk︸         ︷︷         ︸

approximate Lp,
TV, positivity, . . .

+ α0

∥∥∥ñ − ñk

∥∥∥2
L2︸         ︷︷         ︸

strong regularization
⇒ well-conditioned

 Efficient + accurate combination of phase retrieval and tomography


